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Are you worried about where your kids might be? Be Closer is an app that uses geolocation to give you their exact position on the map. Or at least that of their phones, so you can know at all times if they are in a safe place or not. Find your family members in real time This app offers the user the ability to
track the exact location of their children or any other person that requires some supervision. It offers real-time vision with a high degree of precision. To do this you just need to download the app into the phone that you want to track, and link it to the phone tracking. This parental security app has the
following features and characteristics, among other things: Real-time location on a map. The ability to quickly request help. Different user profiles. Get a real-time location and check your location history. Communicate with users quickly and communicate with them. Remember that this app should be used
responsibly because of the high degree of interference in a person's privacy. Free Parental Android App from Agromart Dev Rating 3.3/5 Downloads: 10,000,000 Updated: 2020-05-09 Be Closer APK is a parent app can be downloaded and installed on android devices. You are ready to download Be
Closer APK 2.4.1 Apk Android file for free. Approximately 10,000,000 users downloaded the Be Closer APK app from the Google Play store. The app is developed by Agromart Dev. You can run this app using an android device or run it using Android emulators such as the big player app Nox, bluestacks
and koplayer. You can also download THE APK to be closer to APK and run it on android emulators like bluestacks or koplayer. Most of the best apps in the Google Play store have a top of 8 out of 10. Be Closer APK has a rating of 3.3 out of 5. This is the best Android Parenting App. Please note that
APKRoyal only shares the original and free apk version for Be Closer APK 2.4.1 without any changes. All apps and games here are downloaded directly from the game store and only for home or personal use. If the Be Closer APK download infringes your copyright, please contact us, we will remove it in
a short time. Description Be Closer APK (Google Play Store) Be closer - this is a smart way to be closer to your family: - Make sure your kids are safe without constantly texting them every few hours - Know where your mom or dad is and where their find app is designed exclusively for the family.
DISCLAIMER: Be Closer APK is the property and trademark of Agromart Dev, all rights reserved by Agromart Dev. Click on the above link to download the apk file or buy the app. What's New in Be Closer APK 2.4.1 Bug Fixes and Minor Changes Lion Robot Car: Futuristic Robot Transformation6-2320196-21-2019Classical Music for a Child 20196-16-2019Pink Baby Phone Kids - Number Animal Music6-15-2019Mush - The friendliest app for paper planes up to 100 meters6-15-20196-15-2019Indian women, Pregnancy and ChildCare Community6-15-2019Water Surfing Tricks Game6-15-2019Baby
Maker : Predicts the Future baby Face6-15-20194-22-2019SafeTube - Video of Child Development Week Spanish Free4-22-2019White noise and lullabies for babies
4-21-2019Finger Family Video 20194-21-20194-21-21-20194-21-2019Page 2Design Idea Logo0196-30-2019ﺗﺰﻳﻴﻦ اﻟﻜﺘﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﺑﺰرﻳﻘﺔ
راaدﻣﺞ اﻟﻮور ﻣﻊ اﻟﺰ2019-30-20196 ﻋﺔ ﺟﺪﻳﺪa019 2-30-20196-2030-6 اﻧﻲ ﻟﻨﻨﻊ ﻓﻴﺪﻳﻮ ﺑﺪون زﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖBe closer - it's a smart way to be closer to your family :- Make sure your kids are safe without constantly texting them every few hours- Know where your mom or dad is and where to find them the app is designed
exclusively for the family. Visit the site External download site Be Closer Mod Apk - Be closer, it's a smart way to get closer to your family. App Details Price Free's latest version requires Android 4.2 Developer Agromart Dev App Size 18 MB Category Parenthood Version Story to be closer to the latest
version of the 2.2.1 App Description Last be Closer APK Download. Get closer, it's a smart way to be closer to your family: Make sure your child is safe without constantly texting them every few hours knowing where mom or dad is and where to find them This app is specially designed for families.
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